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OPINION

Parents can help children with autism
become better storytellers
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Glenn, a high-functioning 17-year-old with autism, comes home from school and tells his mother at
dinner, “Allen was mean today.” His mother debates what to do. Should she ask for more details
or let the subject drop? She knows that Glenn is not much of a storyteller. 

Personal narratives are commonplace, and many people don’t realize just how important they are.
What really happened when we ran into that truck? How did we feel when it happened? Personal
narratives are the memories we share about the experiences we’ve had, and the primary way we
make sense of those experiences.

As a researcher, I’ve studied many aspects of the way children develop narrative skills, and
have discovered that personal narrative is a common stumbling block for people with autism.

Fortunately, parents of children with autism can help them improve these skills, become better
storytellers and make sense of the world around them.

Personal narrative in education:

Personal narrative is a vital part of child development. A child’s ability to tell a story when entering
kindergarten predicts fourth-, seventh- and 10th-grade reading abilities. When children interact
with pediatricians who want to know how they hurt themselves, they tell a personal narrative. It’s
also how children tell parents and other authority figures when something has upset them.

Previous research has found that children’s narratives are shaped in conversations with parents
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. For instance, if parents ask their preschoolers lots of questions about actions (what happened and
when), their children typically wind up telling action-packed narratives. If parents are instead
interested in who said what to whom, their children wind up telling narratives filled with dialogue.

Although most children develop narrative without special attention to those skills, some children lag
behind their peers and could benefit from assistance. Several years ago, I worked with psychology
professor Carole Peterson to develop an intervention to improve the narration of preschoolers at
risk for academic underachievement due to poverty.

We randomly assigned half the parents to a program in which we told them how important narrative
was and how to improve their children’s narrative abilities. The other parents were asked to talk
with their children as they usually did. After one year, children whose parents were in the
intervention had significantly higher vocabularies than children in the control condition. In two
years, the intervention children told significantly better narratives than their control peers.

Personal narrative and autism:

Individuals with typical development can tell a complete, lively, engaging personal narrative by the
time they’re 6 years old. Autism, however, affects how people are able to tell narratives.

In my research with psychologist Ashleigh Hillier, we found that individuals with autism — even
those who function at a high level — tell personal narratives significantly less well than do their
typically developing peers. In fact, the narrative skills of individuals with autism are often years
behind developmentally, even into their 20’s and beyond.

Some people with autism, such as Glenn above, tell very minimal narratives. Others with the
condition tell rambling, almost incoherent narratives that mostly involve their own special interests
and are off-putting to others.

Hillier and I developed an intervention to improve narration in young people with autism,
adapting the work I did with parents of preschoolers for parents of young people with autism.

We invited 10 families with 15- to 25-year-old, high-functioning individuals with autism to participate
in our pilot program. Half were randomly selected for the intervention, half to a wait-list
comparison group. We collected narratives from the young people in both groups, along with an
assessment by the parents of their child’s narrative ability. During a three-hour training session,
the intervention group received a set of instructions, including:

1. Talk to your son/daughter frequently and consistently about past experiences.
2. Spend a lot of time talking about each topic. Give them plenty of time to respond; do not

rush them.
3. Be sure to always ask your son/daughter to describe how he or she felt about an
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experience.
4. Ask plenty of wh-questions (who, which, how, why, etc.) and few “yes/no” questions. Ask

questions about the context or setting of the events, especially where and when they took
place.

5. Always ask your son/daughter how an experience wound up.
6. Listen carefully to what your son/daughter is saying, and encourage elaboration with simple

responses or by repeating what your son/daughter has just said.
7. Follow your son/daughter’s lead, but avoid questions that derail narrative in favor of your

son/daughter’s special interests.

 
The parents made recordings of their conversations for one year and were then invited back to
discuss their experiences. We also collected their post-intervention ratings of their sons’ and
daughters’ narrative ability.

Storytelling can be learned:

Our pilot research succeeded: Most parents in the intervention group substantially improved their
way of talking about past experiences with their children.

A month later, the young people whose parents participated in the intervention produced more
elaborate narratives, with some parents doubling the length of their conversations with their
children. These parents reported a significant improvement in their child’s narration and were also
surprised to see the difference it made in their ability to communicate with their sons and daughters
with autism.

Personal narratives are important for children, but they become even more important as children
grow up. They are a key way people form relationships -- or even testify in court against those who
have wronged them.

There is no such thing as a born storyteller. But with the right strategies, individuals with autism can
be helped to tell better stories. We look forward to expanding our project to document how
improvements in narration positively affect relationships between parents and children.

This story originally appeared on The Conversation. It has been slightly modified to
reflect Spectrum's style.
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